
Modernizing England’s Past

What came before ‘postmodernism’ in historical studies? By thinking
through the assumptions, methods and cast of mind of English his-
torians writing between about 1870 and 1970, Michael Bentley reveals
the intellectual world of the modernists and offers the first full analysis
of English historiography in this crucial period. Modernist historio-
graphy set itself the objective of going beyond the colourful narratives
of ‘whigs’ and ‘popularizers’ in order to establish history as the queen of
the humanities and as a rival to the sciences as a vehicle of knowledge.
Professor Bentley does not follow those who deride modernism as
‘positivist’ or ‘empiricist’, but instead shows how it set in train, at its
best, brilliant new styles of investigation that transformed how histo-
rians understood the English past. He shows how these strengths were
eventually outweighed by inherent confusions and misapprehensions
that threatened to starve and kill the very subject that the modernists
had intended to sustain.
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Note on the text

All books referred to in the footnotes were published in London unless
otherwise cited. All quotations retain their original form and punctu-
ation except where an authorial intervention has been marked by square
brackets.

The following abbreviations have been used in referring to periodicals:

A Albion
AHR American Historical Review
BIHR Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research
CHJ Cambridge Historical Journal
CR Cambridge Review
EcHR Economic History Review
Econ. Economica
EHR English Historical Review
H History
H&T History and Theory
HJ Historical Journal
HR Historical Research
HT History Today
HZ Historische Zeitschrift
JBS Journal of British Studies
JMH Journal of Modern History
P&P Past and Present
PBA Proceedings of the British Academy
RH Revue historique
SdS Storia della storiographia
Spec. Speculum
TLS Times Literary Supplement
TRHS Transactions of the Royal Historical Society
YAJ Yorkshire Archaeological Journal
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